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My own family, 
 
This lecture will be presented in the English language. Yet, the final, most personal part is in 

Dutch. 

 

Assume each of you separately is owning a piece of land. It is a pretty piece, mainly consisting of 

meadow, and your convenient house borders on the grass land. Each morning you enjoy the view 

from the house and the meadow gets you to appreciate that life isn’t that bad after all. But the 

meadow ought to be cut every now and then: you prefer to have it neat and clean. This isn’t a job 

you think would keep you in good health, so you hire an inexperienced young guy from a 

neighboring village for mowing your grass. How are you going to motivate and to pay1 the bloke? 

We will follow several scenario’s. 

  

A. Although you are rather wealthy, your strong conviction is that money shouldn’t be thrown 

away. So you propose to pay him Euro 2.50 per hour. The young guy, called John, needs around 

three hours to mow all the grass land. From time to time you watch him doing his work, sitting in 

your arm chair. But John complains after the first time that the fee is much too low. So you raise 

his hourly wage up to Euro 8.00 per hour. This isn’t still the going rate, but John is unexperienced, 

and you think this is why there are youth rates. You wouldn’t consider to pay John for his 

performance result. 

B. As John mows the grass land almost every week, he is getting experienced and becomes a 

skilled mower. John is a friendly person, but he makes it clear that ‘other employers’ would give a 

pay increase for his developing skills. So you raise his hourly pay up to Euro 10.00. This is still 

less than market conformity would require, but you think that doing work in fresh air is a privilege 

in itself: an immaterial reward. Still, no thoughts about performance-related pay are bothering 

you. 

C. However, when watching John through your window, you consider that John takes more rest 

pauses, and drinks more coffee than is necessary. Also, you think that he can walk a bit faster 

than he usually does. So you urge him to do the mowing job in less than three hours. John tries to 

do his best. No thoughts about pay for performance cross your mind. 

D. Yet, when watching John, his method of mowing is quite remarkable. He mows in semi-circular 

moves. Although you haven’t mowed yourself, you know for sure that another method would be 

much better. So you instruct him to mow along straight lines. This should result in a similar or 

even better performance within a shorter period of time. You also wonder whether you should pay 

him less than before, since he will be able to finish the job in less than three hours. Still, no 

performance pay is at stake. 

 
1 Throughout this text words like compensation, pay, remuneration, earnings, and financial rewards are used with 

a similar meaning. 
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E. New technologies pervade the market, also regarding mowing equipment. Mowed grass might 

be sold to farmers with cattle. So you decide to purchase a small combine, which delivers small 

packages of mowed grass, enveloped in very green plastic covers. John is instructed to operate 

the new machine. He sets its pace, the desired length of the grass, he drives the combine, and he 

does some light maintenance work. When repairs are needed a technician should be called. You 

think that John’s job is now enriched, and requires much less physical energy. John will be 

happier in his work, so there is no need to pay him more. Performance pay is still out of the 

question. 

F. Soon your daughter will celebrate her birthday. Her name is Madeleine, and she will visit you 

with her young family within a couple of days. So you instruct John to mow the grass, but to spare 

a large letter M in grass. Madeleine is elated with her M. Accordingly, you award John a quality 

bonus for his good work of Euro 3.00. You also decide that for each birthday of your relatives and 

friends her or his name letter will be visible on your meadow. The grass can’t grow too fast. This 

work gives John much satisfaction, you think. 

G. One morning you awake from a good sleep; looking out of your window you can’t believe your 

eyes. In the grass a large letter C is visible. But how hard you think, there is no relative or friend 

whose name commences with this letter. So you ask John about this letter C: John’s girlfriend is 

called Chantal, and she reaches adulthood today, so he wanted to express his congratulations in 

grass. Now you are getting angry: this is an example of misusing your equipment and your trust; 

moreover, all this was done in the time of the employer. So you want to punish him: first, he has 

to mow the C away; second, this is the last time any letter will be visible in your meadow; third, 

you wonder whether a financial penalty – i.e. cutting his pay – is necessary. You decide to merely 

threaten John with a pay cut, since you want him to continue working for you. 

H. The final scenario sets in: you are going to live in another country for quite a while. Every now 

and then you will visit your home and your favorite meadow, but you cannot control anymore what 

will happen on the mowing of your grass. Would it be justified to expect that John will mow as 

frequently as needed, and that he will be keen to maintain his current level of performance? In 

other words: is there any guarantee that John will serve your interests when you are abroad? No, 

there is not; therefore you wonder whether hiring an experienced forester for monitoring John is 

feasible. But putting in an intermediate hierarchical level is an expensive act: and who would 

control the forester’s behavior? Another strategy would be to get John interested in the results of 

your small grass enterprise, and to pay him a fixed percentage of the sales value of the grass. 

However, it might be better to rent the meadow to the local field hockey club, and to require that 

they employ John as their field manager. It is also possible to appoint John as co-owner of your 

property. This last scenario gets you finally to seriously considering pay for performance as an 

option. 
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On psychological theorizing 

Which theory would suggest the use of pay for performance in the last scenario? It is agency 

theory, which relates to the relationship between a more powerful person (the principal) and a 

less powerful one (the agent). According to this theory, a main concern of the principal is whether 

the agent will serve the interests of the principal in his or her behavioral actions. As long as the 

principal is in a position to monitor what an agent does, there is no particular problem; thus, the 

contract between the land owner and John was based for a long time on John’s behavior at work. 

But as the costs for monitoring his behavior would exceed what is considered to be reasonable, 

or as geographical distance or differential expertise would prohibit any monitoring to occur, the 

principal runs the risk that the agent will serve his or her own private interests when working for 

the boss. Then the principal will try to transfer the risk s(he) runs to the agent; this is why John 

was finally probably put on a pay for performance schedule, focused upon the outcome of his 

performance (cf. Eisenhardt, 1988). Since agents are supposed to be aversive of risks, agents 

will subsequently try to negotiate a higher base pay in return (Sherstyuk, 2000); we do not know 

whether John was familiar with the literature in this respect. Many empirical studies show that this 

prediction – ‘if an organization member’s behavior cannot be controlled, use pay for performance’ 

- is frequently supported. One exception (among a few) would be the occurrence of very unstable 

market conditions: then companies tend to refrain from performance pay (Thierry, 2002). 

 Remarkably, agency theory is of economic descent. It resides in a simple model on 

human behavior. As most psychologists are not landowners, and certainly no economists, this 

leads to one of the main questions in this lecture: which approach would guide psychologists (in 

particular: within Work & Organizational psychology) in designing an effective strategy for 

motivating John to mow the grass (or to engage in any other work)? Would they follow the 

landowner’s scenario’s which focus upon various characteristics of the work, and of the 

employee(s) involved, while considering each time the potential consequences for paying John? 

Very likely, psychologists would not concern themselves with predicting and assessing the 

financial rewards’ implications of their actions; they would choose another approach. Let’s review 

some of these: 

 

1. Work content: many surveys have shown that most employees want their work to be 

challenging, allowing them to exert quite some autonomy, to carry responsibility, and to 

learn from their job. An important point is moreover the extent to which abilities and 

skills required for successful performance are tailored to those qualifications in which 

experienced employees are both physically and mentally the least vulnerable. Thus, 

psychologists concern themselves with ergonomic work design, with job rotation, job 

enlargement, job enrichment, and other ways to increase job quality. The modern 

equipment (‘combine’) the landowner introduced for getting his meadow mowed, 

reminds many of us probably of Chaplin’s famous movie ‘Modern Times’. In all 
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likelihood, the combine may have slightly disturbed John’s commitment to his work, as it 

sliced his former full job into parts some of which are now performed by the combine. 

Consequently, the value of his personal skills may have been diminished. 

2.    Leadership: the methods the landowner used to motivate John probably do not fully 

meet the requirements of the current age. Employees should not be closely observed in 

their work, since this is perceived as a sign of distrust. Teams of employees can 

supervise their own affairs. And in uncertain conditions charismatic, transformational 

and inspirational leadership styles should elicit confidence, and ought to show the road 

to the future to followers like John and his colleagues. 

3.    Psychological contract: although the landowner kept the bargaining with John on a very 

informal level, this would not prevent an employee to have other expectations (than 

agreed upon) on his/her contributions to the work and the inducements (rewards) to be 

received in return. One sign of John’s understanding of the contract was his mowing of 

his girlfriend’s letter C in the grass. However, supervisors also have their perceptions 

and interpretations of a fair contract. The more the components of the psychological 

contract remain hidden, the more explosive the relationships between the contracting 

partners are going to be. 

4.    Personal Development/ Competence: John may be requested to design a personal 

development plan (PDP), which can help him to become what he wants, also with more 

expertise than before. In many organizations an employee’s PDP is translated into 

competencies, which are subsequently matched to required competencies for particular 

jobs, mixed sometimes with some core organizational competencies. Although many 

psychologists are using competencies in various respects, it is still a subject for 

discussion if competencies are contributing something new (e.g. Altink, 2002; Jansen, 

2002; Roe, 2002; Dekkers, Stoop & Thierry, 2003). 

5.    Training and education: John would probably profit from an employee development 

program in which classroom education, training on the job, and practical experience 

alternate. More in general, organization members have to be re-educated and re-

trained time and again for mastering new technology, for learning to perform another 

job, and for realizing a PDP. 

6.    Motivation and satisfaction: most preceding approaches encompass already various 

determining and moderating variables of employees’ motivation and satisfaction at 

work. But here our concern is on the organization members’ perspectives, individually 

and as teams: which motives do they consider to be salient, which barriers do they 

perceive in trying to reach their preferred goals, and how happy are they in their work? 

Do they have intentions to leave? Are they looking around for vindicating their hurt 

feelings? Are John and his colleagues eager performers? 
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7.   Climate and culture: the latter questions also relate to the norms employees and 

managers adhere to, the dominant values which are shown in their behavior as well as 

the deeper layers in which these values are embedded, the social climate they 

constitute with one another, and the cultural patterns which characterize their work unit 

and their organization. Then reality is not primarily given by what seems to happen to 

the observer’s eye in an organization, it is the meaning attributed to these events which 

define day to day reality to an organization’s members. John’s employer marked 

working for him as immaterial income, since it got his employees lots of fresh air. This 

employer read culture apparently as ‘agriculture’. 

8.   Stress and control: mowing grass does not rank high as a challenging activity. Moreover, 

the introduction of the combine further reduced the discretionary content of John’s job. 

Thus, John – and most employees in comparable conditions – may have suffered from 

stress, since he was hardly able to regulate his work in accordance with his own ideas. 

In other words: his job lacked control. Such jobs are likely to cause job dissatisfaction, 

the need to be frequently absent from work, a growing disinterest in the job and in 

working for this organization, and the intention to look for something else. 

 
These 8 approaches are examples of a broader repertoire that constitute the expertise of many 

Work and Organizational psychologists throughout the world, as any encompassing Handbook of 

the field is showing (e.g. Drenth, Thierry and de Wolff, 1998). But the domain of compensation – 

which includes addressing the amount of pay, the design of different pay systems, or differentials 

in the distribution of the earnings of people - is usually not among them. How come? 

 

 

The discomfort of pay 

Many people – and probably psychologists as well – are feeling slightly uncomfortable with issues 

of pay. Yet, compensation has always been a most essential component of individual and 

collective labor agreements, offered in exchange for work to be done. Whereas primarily social 

psychologists have addressed determinants and effects of the fairness, respectively the justice of 

the balance between contributions and rewards, work and organizational psychology at large has 

paid more attention to the domain of contributions and non-financial rewards. Usually, the area of 

financial rewards has been neglected, as has been the exchange relations between financial and 

non-financial rewards, and the balance between contributions and rewards. The discomfort with 

compensation expresses itself in various forms. Several of these are briefly described: 

 

a. What happens as a key speaker, opening a conference on whatever subject, asks the 

audience how much each participant is earning? I have done this many times myself. 

What happens? Almost always the audience is beset with a deep silence. The silence 

feels a bit sticky: nobody moves. The tension visibly lessens as the speaker explains not 
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to be interested in the level of individual incomes, but instead – as in my case - in whether 

most managers and employees do know how much they earn. Incidentally, most 

employed people are poorly informed about their pay, regardless their education and the 

rank of their job. But why the discomfort with the earnings question? Probably, since pay 

is a very personal matter: it reveals a part of an individual’s identity; it informs others 

about who you are, since pay expresses for instance how others have evaluated you; it 

signals your value. That’s a very private matter that only your close friends are allowed to 

know. 

b. Many people are hesitant to discuss private pay issues with their employer, except when 

they are applying for a job and negotiating on its conditions. In the past and nowadays 

particular professional groups have expressed their slight contempt for financial rewards, 

such as priests, reverends, and researchers. Research in the early 1970-ies showed that 

for instance nurses in health care considered attaching importance to compensation as 

something ugly, negative, to be ashamed of (Wernimont and Fitzpatrick, 1972). 

Obviously, since then incisive changes have occurred, also regarding nurses. But other 

groups have taken over. What causes this discomfort? Probably, the feeling that a 

concern for earnings distracts an individual’s attention away from what really matters – 

i.e. the work to be done – towards an area that cannot be completely trusted. 

Interestingly, when that individual employee would discover that one of his colleagues 

with a similar bio- and demographical background earns just a bit more, pay becomes 

most important to him or her. But also then it expresses discomfort. 

c. Yet, the opposite behavior causes discomfort as well. Think of the young high potential 

male who goes for big money: he selects the job with the highest level of compensation 

and the most promising pay increase; he is sensitive to a better offer of a competing 

company with more benefits; he is consistently trying to improve his performance bonus; 

and he is on the alert to sell and buy (options on) shares to get it all. The discomfort is 

with us, the observers: this pattern of behavior causes embarrassment. It is ‘not done’: 

different norms and values should prevail. 

d. Relevant to the last two points is a more fundamental issue: the intrinsic – extrinsic 

motivation divide. During the last decade a growing uneasiness has been apparent in the 

literature concerning the use of pay for performance in organizations, or setting a 

deadline for students’ achievements in the classroom, or administering a sanction to 

playing children, and so forth. This uneasy feeling is caused by Deci and Ryan’s research 

on intrinsic motivation (e.g. Deci and Ryan, 1985; Ryan and Deci, 2000). Very briefly, 

their previous Cognitive Evaluation Theory – recently transformed into Self-Determination 

Theory – holds that when an individual human being is absorbed in his work, feels 

challenged and motivated to continue (in short: when Intrinsic Motivation is high), the 

offering of a financial reward for his performance will probably cause his Intrinsic 
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Motivation (IM) to become low. How come? Although their model has become quite 

complicated over time, their basic argument is as follows: a healthy human being is 

looking for situations that reward him or her with the feeling of individual competence and 

of the self being the cause of his/her behavior (both feelings constitute IM). As a financial 

reward is subsequently tied to his/her performance behavior, (s)he will probably interpret 

this as a sign of control by somebody else (an extrinsic reward). Thus, his or her feeling of 

self-causation will diminish and shift to the perception of extrinsic control, thus decreasing 

his/her level of IM. 

Several hundreds of studies have been performed on whether their hypotheses are 

supported, including various meta-analyses. The debate in the literature on Deci & Ryan’s 

claim is rather hot, personalized and accusatory. Interestingly, there is almost no 

discussion on whether lower levels of IM are negative; a general assumption appears to 

be that high IM is positive and good.  

But what do the data reveal? In a quite recent paper I have compared the results of all 

meta-analyses of the research on Deci & Ryan’s hypotheses with the predictions and 

main research outcomes of several other (mostly psychological) theories about 

compensation (Thierry, 2002b). In Table 1 the main conditions outlined in the literature for 

applying any pay for performance system are presented.  

    
Table 1: Conditions for applying pay for performance and their principles 
 

Conditions     Principles 
 

  . critical performance factors  - perceived control 
. affecting performance factors  - pay for performance system procedurally fair  . . 
norms or standards   - the more perceived control, the stronger the                               
        line of sight 
. performance -> pay   - goals (vague, moderately difficult, very hard,  

etc.) incisively impact on individual                                   
performance 

  . exchange of material and   - Pay is relatively important 
  immaterial rewards 

 
 

Table 1 lists five conditions which bear upon the content and the procedures of any pay 

for performance system (more extensively in Thierry, 2000a). Performance factors should 

be identified which are vital for the work to be done; these factors ought to mirror the 

discretionary behaviors of employees concerned. Standards have to indicate what is 

understood to be good performance with respect to which a financial bonus is linked. 

Finally, material and immaterial rewards should be geared to one another. These 

conditions embody several important principles: 

• Organization members should perceive a certain amount of control of their work 
performance, of the relationship between their efforts and the achieved results, of 
how other people, business units, and equipment affect these results, and of how 
these results translate into pay consequences.  
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• The higher their perceived control, the more managers and employees perceive 
their pay for performance system as procedurally fair. 

• The higher their perceived control, the stronger their line of sight: members 
perceive and understand the link between achieved performance and their pay 
better. 

• The way in which goals (targets, norms, etc.) are set – vague, moderately difficult, 
very hard, etc. -  will incisively impact upon individual levels of performance. 

• Pay is relatively important, relative, for instance, to how comparable others are 
treated (materially and immaterially), to available means which provide alternative 
ways for meeting personal needs and goals, and to the level of current work 
satisfaction. 

 
Table 2 compares the main results of research concerning some well known theories on 

compensation with those of Self-Determination Theory. 

 

Table 2: Self-determination theory and ‘other’ compensation theories on pay for performance 
 
SDT: promised financial rewards  Other theories: pay for performance will be 
linked to specific standards enhance  effective under conditions of: 
Intrinsic Motivation under conditions  
of individuals having higher scores on: 
 

- ‘line of sight’   - ‘line of sight’ 
- experienced control   - control of performance -> pay determinants 
- perceived competence  - instrumental nature of pay 
- self-esteem    - fair balance between effort/performance 

  and compensation. 
 
 

These results show that when individuals are paid for their meeting specific standards of 

performance (for instance, doing better than 80% others), their level of Intrinsic Motivation 

increases considerably. This is so since they are subject to one or more of the following 

conditions: they perceive a clear relationship between their performance and their pay, 

they feel in control of their pay, they consider themselves to be competent, and they have 

high  self-esteem (and, I add, because they are faced with trying to meet a difficult and 

very specific goal). These conditions are similar to, or at least quite compatible with those 

which make pay for performance effective, according to some well-known compensation 

theories. In other words: negative effects of contingent pay upon IM mainly occur as pay 

is provided for just doing a task, for finishing it, and for doing it well (without the 

specification of a particular standard). Those are the settings in which the other theories 

would not recommend to use pay for performance. Deci, Ryan and colleagues have found 

negative effects on IM mostly under conditions in which pay for performance should not 

be applied. As a final conclusion, there is no reason to generally suspect the use of 

performance pay. 
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There are more symptoms2 of the discomfort employees, managers and psychologists may 

experience concerning pay; however, this overview suffices as an illustration. But do they help to 

understand the hesitancy of work and organizational psychologists in most countries to address 

compensation issues? 

 

 

Beyond discomfort 

To some extent, probably, but some doubt remains. First, these symptoms of discomfort are all 

mainly psychological in nature. Yet, with the exception of the intrinsic-extrinsic motivation divide, 

they have hardly challenged psychological research. Second, although their number might 

increase, there are some rather mature psychological theories on compensation available, which 

might have triggered the attention of psychologists (cf. Thierry, 2002c)3. Yet, a third perspective 

might have more explanatory power. Work and organizational psychologists may have been 

subject, as some management scientists still are, to the almost eternal reverberation of 

Herzberg’s conclusion (which was in opposition to his empirical data): pay is a ‘dissatisfier’; it 

never contributes to feeling good; at most, it may cause feelings of indifference. Who would prefer 

to spend a part of his/her research career on a subject which impact causes employees to feel 

indifferent? 

  

A fourth, and final, perspective considers the experience many managers have gained with 

compensation. Some managers are keen to introduce new pay strategies; others are alert to 

follow what their colleagues have introduced elsewhere. Several of their characteristic 

experiences are: 

- Compensation systems - for instance à la carte (Cafeteria Style), pay for performance, 

options on shares, or merely job evaluation for setting basic salary levels – may result in 

favorable effects. But much more often they fail to do so, perhaps because of unrealistic 

goals, distrust among parties involved, hidden agenda’s, neglect of climate and cultural 

aspects, procedural mistakes, in short: because of poor change management, as may 

occur regarding other important interventions. 

- As pay changes occur, many other alterations ought to precede and to follow as well (e.g. 

Thierry, 2002a). In particular, objectives and instruments regarding most components of 

an organization’s Human Resource Management  policy ought to be fine-tuned to the 

intended pay changes. This requirement makes pay changes vulnerable. 

- Recent research of others and ours indicates that most organizations do not design a 

compensation strategy executives believe is tailored to their niches and opportunities. 

 
2 One other example would be the secrecy on the amount and the distribution of earnings. Elsewhere we 

speculated about the Greek god or goddess who, according to Homer, might be held responsible for the behavior 

of Money (cf. Thierry, 1993). 
3 Among these are expectancy theory, equity and justice theories, reflection theory, etc. See also doctoral 

dissertations by Miedema (1994), Vinke (1996), Langedijk (1998), and Van Silfhout (2000). 
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Rather, organizations are inclined to adopt what other organizations (within their sector 

and size category) do apply (the bandwagon effect). 

- Compensation systems which are forced upon managers and employees, simply do not 

produce positive effects. As applies to many other subject areas, organization members 

should have some say about a new system, and some control on how it is being 

administered. As Bowey (1980) showed already some 20 years ago, employees’ control 

does not only produce commitment, but it challenges them to test a system and to signal 

design mistakes. 

- Often, it takes several years to effect compensation change in organizations. Such a 

project is expensive, time-consuming, slowly moving, not so goal-directed, affected by 

seemingly unrelated changes within the organization’s environment, and so forth. In other 

words: compensation change is not so rewarding for those trying to manage its 

implementation. 

 

 

In conclusion 

Yet, an important consequence of the relative absence of psychology in the compensation arena 

is that psychologists are also rarely involved in strategic subjects. In several countries economists 

have occupied themselves with psychological research on pay at the expense of the interest of 

psychologists. Of course, there are many vulnerable spots in the domain of compensation: but 

this is precisely one of the issues which made it so full of interest to me. Yet, the international 

forum of work and organizational psychology may consider to combine its resources in order to 

reconquer this domain, from a multi-disciplinary perspective, within a multi-level approach. Its 

resources are adequate enough: but I am still not convinced if this forum has got the guts. 
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